Mercedes millenia

Fifteen perfectly proportioned and beautifully formed recessed spokes give the Millennium
Mercedes Benz wheels a decidedly upscale appearance. Which is right for you: the Millennium
finished in hyper silver with a mirror cut lip, the classic chrome version or the stunning matte
black model with a mirror cut lip? Preview them all on a representation of your year, model and
color Mercedes automobile or SUV using the helpful Configurator feature. Millennium Mercedes
wheels are available in diameters from 17 to 22 inches, with massive lips ranging up to three
inches. Wheels in 18, 19, 20 and inch diameters are available in multiple widths to facilitate a
staggered fitment, i. Staggered fitments are preferred by Mercedes owners eager to increase
both vehicle performance and appearance. Like all Mandrus wheels, Millennium Mercedes rims
are hub centric for a precise fit and smooth ride, and accept OE center cap, lugs and tire
pressure monitoring system. Wheel Angles. View Wheel Specs Inventory. Fitment Guide. See on
Car. Where to Buy. Lip Depth 1 1 2. Millennium Vehicle Gallery. See Gallery. Center profile and
lip depth will change in relation to vehicle specific fitment. In a clear pitch to millennials,
Mercedes has loaded its second-generation CLA coupe unveiled at the Consumer Electronics
Show in Las Vegas this week with new digital technology, including the its first
semiautonomous driving system. A visually striking coupe-like sedan, the CLA quickly became
the fastest-growing model in the Daimler subsidiary's history. The CLA is slightly bigger than
the original coupe and will have the ability to operate hands-free under specific conditions,
primarily on divided highways. It even can make a pass automatically; the driver simply tapping
on the turn signal when operating in semiautonomous mode. Unveiled at the CES, it works
much like the Amazon Alexa voice assistant â€” which can also be accessed from inside the
cabin. Speak the system's wake words, "Hey, Mercedes," and it comes to life. It can be used to
set a destination, play music and do a variety of other functions that go well beyond the more
basic voice-control technology found in most of today's new cars. The system was first rolled
out last year on the new A-class sedan. Among other things, it now can answer more complex
questions, and it can recognize who, in a crowded car, was the one who called for its help.
Visually, the remake doesn't stray far from the design of the original CLA, though it has a more
sporty feel, with "power bulges" on the hood and the cabin moved slightly rearward. The
interior has been upgraded, as well, to be more in line with what customers would expect of a
vehicle badged with the familiar Mercedes tri-star. The original model was faulted for its
comparatively Spartan interior. Buyers will have a wide range of options, including many of the
high-tech features, such as LED headlamps. Mercedes is still aiming to bring in first-time luxury
buyers with a relatively low base price. The automaker won't release pricing on the model until
closer to its on-sale date late this year. They will share the same turbocharged 2. The engine is
paired with a seven-speed dual-clutch transmission. As with the outgoing model, a more
powerful version developed by the Mercedes-AMG subsidiary, will follow. The CLA shares the
same underlying platform as several other new Mercedes products, a list that includes the
A-class, a more boxy sedan that was introduced to the U. An updated version of the brand's
crossover utility vehicle, the GLA, is expected to debut in the near future. With the ongoing shift
from passenger cars to light trucks, the GLA has been gaining momentum at the expense of the
sedans. But Mercedes is trying to cover as many bases as it can in the small-car segment,
eventually planning to have seven different models available globally. It's by no means the only
luxury automaker stretching down to attract youthful buyers on a budget. BMW , for one, has
added 1- and 2-series models, as well as X1 and X2 crossovers, beneath what had once been its
entry model, the 3-series. For its part, Mercedes is hoping that, by luring in new entry-level
buyers, it can give more momentum to its North American and global sales. Worldwide, the
automaker scored just a 0. As a result, it slipped into second place among global luxury brands
for the second consecutive year behind BMW. His travel and accommodations for this article
were paid by an automaker. Skip Navigation. Markets Pre-Markets U. Key Points. The CLA is
slightly bigger than the original coupe. It will have the ability to operate hands-free under
specific conditions, primarily on divided highways. It even can make a pass automatically, the
driver simply tapping on the turn signal when operating in semiautonomous mode. VIDEO
Mercedes CLA coupe loaded with tech, a pitch to millennial luxury buyers. Related Tags. For
Businesses. Write a Review. Contact the business for more information about recent service
changes. See all 37 photos. See All Business owner information. Dorian B. Business Owner. We
strive to put our customer first above all else. Orlando, FL Ask a question. Ask the Yelp
community! Your trust is our top concern, so businesses can't pay to alter or remove their
reviews. Learn more. I would never buy my cars anywhere else besides Mercedes Benz of South
Orlando. Best sales team! Worse service ever. They always seem too busy to speak with you
and the last excuse I received was "it's lunchtime"!! It was pm! Are you kidding me?? I've had
Porsche, BMW, Audi and their neighbors, Jaguar and all their service departments are on top of
it-like they care for their clients. This is the first and last time I will buy a Mercedes from this

dealership. They are pompous, smug and outright snobbish. The responses from Justin S. He
keeps asking the clients to contact the dealership about their terrible experience. Justin, allow
me to help you improve your customer service, you have our details as we have purchased cars
from you. Are you too lazy to go to your records, look up a phone number and reach out to the
client that has written a terrible review?? That's what a good, not even great, customer service
department would do. Finally, it seems that some people have had horrific service and
treatment from your team, even the GM has been called out a few times for his terrible and rude
attitude, so how about saying "We are sorry that this has happened" and go from there. Then
again, I'm probably wasting my time as they won't reach out to me either. I've been waiting 3
days for my return call. Very hard to believe that I bought at least 2 cars from them, can afford to
buy another and when i get there, am told they have no G55 to drive and that I will get a call
when they do. I even had an appt. Well it's over 45 days later and no call back. Where are the
days of customer service. The place was a ghost town when I got there, and by the reviews of
this dealer and the treatment I got, I now see why. Guys the days of manufacturer direct are
right around the corner in our future because of your attitude. The manufacturers will have to
protect their brand from people like Mercedes Millenia. Eric in Orlando. Elite ' Service with a
smile. A manager greeted me at the door. He found a representative for me to talk to
immediately, a s after offering me coffee and water, we went straight to the cars I wanted to see.
The sales person was not pushy and very knowledgeable about the different models available. I
did not feel pressured into any decisions while on premises, and that goes a long way. I have a
Mercedes Benz and this place has the worst service ever. Yes, they do offer breaks fast and
food for their VIP customer and I did enjoyed those but this is going to be the most expensive
food ever. They did the vacuum but it was done rushed that it look like they spent two minutes
on it.. Do yourself a favor and do not go here! Vacuum done after a day of service. I recommend
getting quotes in writing to avoid surprises when you get your invoice at pickup. This is going
to be a bad review. In the car business, the test for excellent customer service is not measured
when things go without a hitch, rather, it is when things do not go smoothly that real customer
service is called for. This dealership failed miserably. I bought an S Class from them 3 weeks
ago. I love MB's. They are the best cars in the world. This dealership does not measure up. First,
they misrepresented the actual miles on the car and did not tell me the actual miles until i had
signed the paperwork agreeing to buy the car. I asked for a price reduction, they refused. I had
to research this on my own, which i did, and proved them wrong. They finally agreed they had
could not collect ad valorem tax, and has grossly miscalculated it. When i got the car, the trunk
was very small--the reclining rear seats cut into the trunk size. They refused, but said they
would accept full purchase price if i could find an acceptable car they could trade for. I found
one in CA. Told them about it. They said they would trade for it. I waited. And waited. They kept
foot dragging and throwing up fake roadblocks, telling me things that prohibited them from
getting the car, that MB USA said were not true. I put them in touch with the other dealership,
but still they would not act. They would not trade. Finally, they did nothing. They had my money.
I had a car i was not happy with. They said they would get this other car for me and i could trade
mine in at full purchase price, but they never had any intent to follow through. They had my
money and they had all the leverage. Why did they tell me they would trade for this other car
and then not do it? It is a terrible way to treat a customer. I would never do business with this
dealership. Never had an issue with any dealer. Until now. This dealership will be happy to take
your money, but after that you are on your own. They get a F- in customer service. I would give
them ZERO stars. But i am required to give them 1. That means they are overrated. Update I'm
updating my review. My car was given the Polysteel treatment at the dealership. The people
from detailing did an horrible job. They didn't cover the aluminum edge that surrounds the door
and it's all stained and no matter what I do it just won't go away. What the heck Mercedes Benz
of South Orlando?? I had to get my car there 4 times to finally have everything done and now
this. Fired the people doing detailing or hold them responsible. Why do we pay a premium and
then getting a subpar job. You guys are not representing the Mercedes Brand as you guys
should. I will make a complaint to corporate and to Boyland Auto Group. I'm tired of keep going
to service. I'm also getting some legal advice. All these issues shouldn't be happening. What the
heck Mercedes of South Orlando? I have 3 Mercedes cars. Two of them bought here and the
sales experience was superb. Austin Cella, treated us with respect and courtesy the last time we
bought a car there on May Then I took my car to be serviced and installing the components we
bought and also to fix a paint on one door what was chipped. The only thing they really need to
improve here is communication other than that I'm very happy with my experience. Viktor, an
Assistant Service Manager did all he could to make us happy. We knew that some things were
out of his hands cause some of the services were made out of the dealership. I'm not an easy
person and my Italian wife, well you can imagine so Viktor was always very professional and

above all he showed a lot of patient and for that we are grateful. At the end after 4 visits we got
everything done and I hope I don't see him again until the 10k miles service. Read more. Good
God. I am utterly amazed at the level of unprofessionalism of the staff here. My buying
experience was an absolute and utter nightmare. I feel like the buying agent I was working with
had a personal vendetta against me. Not only did he spell my name wrong for 3 days in a row on
several different documents after I told him repeatedly that it was wrong, but he insisted for
days that I send him documents that were completely unnecessary to my purchase. Finally I had
my bank talk to him directly and explain to him that what he was asking for didnt make any
sense, and only then did he go to the finance department and ask a simple question that could
have saved me 10 phone calls and 3 days worth of emailing back and forth. None of that would
really bother me if he was new and this was his first deal because I would just ask to work with
someone else. But when I called, about 8 or 9 times to request to work with a manager or a
different agent they all refused to let me do that and insist I stay with my agent, who's level of
respect and courtesy would have gotten him fired at a McDonald's. I dont know how a Mercedes
dealership keeps this kind of staff on hand. All he did was rush me along as much as possible
and get agitated because I couldn't understand his broken english. The only reason I kept going
with the deal is because they had a car that I couldn't find at any other dealer in the country as
its very rare. The car is amazing, and I love driving it every day, but if you dont like feeling
absolutely disrespected and belittled by your selling agent. Go elsewhere. Justin S. Kai, we
appreciate you taking the time to share your experience. The vehicle-buying experience should
be an exciting one, and it appears that we managed to fall short of that with you. We would like
to learn more about your visit, so please feel free to reach out at your convenience. We look
forward to working with you on this soon. Their service dept is one of the worst. Not only that
they left the car unattended in the open for 4 days due to which the water damage got worse.
The service dept is a ripoff. The vehicle in question. Minimum charge, just to look at it, when I
made appointment. So crowded, not much social distancing. I will continue to not go here, and I
would advise you all to not bother with this place either. I walked in yesterday, and was not
greeted at all by anyone. No one seemed to care why I was there. I walked around the show floor
looking for a GLA, and did not see one inside, so I found a dealer who was just standing around
and asked where I could find the GLA's, he told me they were outside to the left. He didn't try to
walk me out there, show me where to go, or even attempt to make a sale. I walked around
outside for the next 20 minutes, not finding a single GLA. I then went back inside to cool off,
and one salesman made a comment about it being hot outside, so I thought this was his attempt
to try and start a sales process. I asked him where I could find a GLA, and he pointed to one
outside the window and said that was one I could look at. So, I walked outside to see the
vehicle. I was with that car for a good bit, checking it out, and decided I wanted to see how it
drove, so I went back inside, and spoke to that same salesman to ask for more information on
the vehicle, and if I could test drive it. He printed up papers on it, but told me he is too busy to
help me and told me to ask someone else. As soon as I left him, I found another salesman who
was just talking to the receptionist and told him I wanted to get information and test drive a
GLA. He escorted me to his desk, and looked up that GLA that was outside, and told me that it
was already sold and that I could not test drive it. Then when he was looking at some papers, he
asked me "Are you actually looking to buy a Mercedes, or did you just want to test drive it?
Everyone there wasn't very helpful, rude, or just ignorant. Again, I won't bother getting my
vehicle from here, and will go elsewhere to get my new var. I would highly advise others to skip
this place as well, and if you do go, I hope you all don't experience what I did. Kauai Shelley
provided me with the best service I could've ever ask for. I needed to pair my garage opener to
my car and Kauai came directly to my house and paired it in less than 5 minutes. I never
expected this type of service, but her outstanding customer service and experience left me
speechless. She's definitely the best!! I recommend this dealership for both their
professionalism and service!! Kauai is the best!! After many years I have given up on his
dealership. This time the car is dropped off next day dirtier than it was when going in it hadn't
rained on the way and by the end of the 1st day in, they never looked at a problem or serviced
the car. MBSO have, in past, lost my keys when I arrived for pickup and after being kept waiting
2 hours, given a loaner and told to come back next day with my spare key! An intermittent
problem that I needed to take a video of to be believed of each door that it applied to. Each time
they try to fix, a new software update is loaded on the lock? This last visit, the passenger
reclining seatbelt pinned my daughter firmly back against the seat and locked when breaking
and another sw update needed of the belt system and made as a gesture of goodwill to a known
seatbelt issue! As for Mercedes extended warranty described as comprehensive it omits
coverage of expensive optional items or packages that come with the car. Goodbye Mercedes
ownership for decades and this dealership! I went to this location and had Cristian Colon

helped me. I would recommend anyone to go to Cristian for their car sales needs. I wanted to
see an S-class. I hunted for one in their parking lot alone. Gave up after a few minutes and left.
Hopefully MB in Sanford will have their shit together. Response to Justin: You sell high-end
cars. Providing top-notch customer service is the goal we always strive for, and it appears that
your experience does not reflect those standards. We would appreciate the opportunity to hear
more about your experience and work with you towards a resolution. Please contact us at your
earliest convenience. She went out of her way to get to know me, to find the perfect car for me.
She exceeded my expectations and I left a happy customer with a new car! Their cars here are
wow. One of their sales reps, Racine, seems to be very knowledgeable and eager to help the
customer. An experience for sure! Apparently very interested in making the customer feel
comfortable and happy about the car buying experience. Check them out! Usually take my car
to Tampa for service but due to timing had to bring it here. It was time for my B service on my
GLA and my appointment time was for 8am. At the two hour mark I sent a text message back to
the message that Cindy had sent me when I first checked in asking how much longer it would
be. I never got a response back. The service advisor Cindy was nice but she even agreed that it
was a longer wait then "what was normal. We appreciate the time you took out of your day to
provide this feedback, Kristi. At Mercedes-Benz of South Orlando, our goal is to provide nothing
short of a 5-star experience for all our customers and we apologize for falling short in this
instance. Please get in touch with us at your earliest convenience so we can learn more about
your visit. Thank you! This provider has not enabled messaging on Yelp. Request information
from other similar providers. Business website. Phone number. Send to your Phone. Central
Florida Toyota. Jaguar Orlando. Show all. Car Dealers Cost Guide. Toyota Near Me. Mercedes
Benz Dealership Orlando. What forms of payment are accepted? Mercedes-Benz Of South
Orlando accepts credit cards. Mercedes-Benz Of South Orlando has 2. Yelp, , and related marks
are registered trademarks of Yelp. Log In. Sign Up. Home Services. Auto Services.
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